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How do feminist interventions 
impact the representation of women 

on Wikipedia? 
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Research Questions 



The Movements

“…information about people like us gets 
skewed and misrepresented. The stories get 
mistold. We lose out on our real history.”

(Art+Feminism website)

“With Wikipedia, we can 
tell these stories 

ourselves”
(Wade & Zaringhalam, 2018)



RQ1: Do the feminist movements manage to achieve success 
as they define it (i.e. adding more content about women)?

RQ2: Do the feminist movements also address more 
structural issues where gender gaps are more insidious? 

Research Questions 



Data & Metrics 



Metrics 

RQ1: 
Content Metrics 

RQ2:
Structure Metrics 

1. Article 
Length

2. Average Page 
Views

3. Article 
Quality 

1. Infoboxes
(a) Present (y/n)
(b) Number of 

labels  

2. Wikilink
Network



Data
Count of Articles by Gender 

Count of Articles by Professional Group 
& Gender 



Data

NEW ARTICLES 

Count of Articles by Professional Group 
& Gender 

The interventions added 
over 400 new articles. 



Key Metrics 

Average Views Editor Count Article Length Page Age 



Key Metrics 

Article Quality

Best  --------- Worst 



Main Findings



RQ1:Content 

Article Length

Women have significantly 
shorter pages than men, 

but the interventions flip 
this relationship, creating 

longer pages than 
comparable men. 

Linear Mixed-Effects Regression – Coefficient Plot 



RQ1:Content 

Average Views 

Women’s pages have fewer 
views than men, but again, 
the intervention pages flip 

this relationship, 
encouraging more views. 

Linear Mixed-Effects Regression – Coefficient Plot 



RQ1:Content 

Page Quality

No significant differences 
regarding quality, although 
this is potentially due to the 
breadth of the categories.  

Logistic Regression – Coefficient Plot 



RQ1:Content  

The interventions reverse the typical relationship 
between men and women’s pages; creating longer 

pages that earn more views than we would 
otherwise expect. 



RQ2: Structural Features - Infoboxes

Infoboxes



RQ2: Structural Features - Infoboxes

Infoboxes

Intervention articles more often 
included family related (children & 

spouse) labels in the infobox. Yet 
politicians and athletes did not 

commonly feature these attributes.  



Link Network

Incoming Links

RQ2: Structural features - Wikilinks



Link Network
Asymmetrical links as a sign of gender bias 
(Wagner et al., 2016)

Outgoing Links

RQ2: Structural features - Wikilinks



RQ2: Structural features - Wikilinks

Incoming Links

Outgoing Links



RQ2: Structural features - Wikilinks



Implications



Limitations

o Editing behavior remains obscure 
o Why do movement participants edit in a certain way? 
o What is the effect of revised edits and page deletions? 

o English edition only
o Do the similar patterns of gaps exist across other language 

editions?

o Only include articles about men and women 
o What about non-binary biographies? 
o How to extend this analysis to race and ethnicity gaps? 



Implications

For Researchers

More granular 
investigation of bias in 
collaborative systems.  

Feature and focus on 
women-led work – we 

can find activists even in 
the gaps. 

Identify and incorporate 
structural features of 

systems. 



Implications

For the Wikipedia Community 

Support the work of 
feminist interventions: 

they are building a more 
equitable encyclopedia! 

Target algorithmic aids on 
structural features: 

Lengthening infoboxes & 
identifying potential 

reciprocal links 

An issue of scale: the gap 
is too big for feminist 
interventions to solve 

alone. 



Concluding Thoughts

The feminist movements were successful at adding content to Wikipedia, creating 
articles that did not previously exist and lengthening others. 

Despite this success, structural inequalities still exist. With women’s pages less 
likely to have robust infoboxes and less central within the Wikipedia link network. 

Future research needs to better differentiate the particulars of gender gaps –
focusing on one dimension might ignore others. 

The Wikipedia community has plentiful opportunities to better support the work of 
these feminist movements in building a more equitable encyclopedia. 
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